
On the Bounded Theories of Finite TreesSergei VorobyovMax-Planck-Institut f�ur InformatikIm Stadtwald, D-66123, Saarbr�ucken, Germany (e-mail: sv@mpi-sb.mpg.de)Abstract. The theory of �nite trees is the full �rst-order theory of equal-ity in the Herbrand universum (the set of ground terms) over a functionalsignature containing non-unary function symbols and constants. Albeitdecidable, this theory turns out to be of non-elementary complexity [14].To overcome the intractability of the theory of �nite trees, we introducein this paper the bounded theory of �nite trees. This theory replacesthe usual equality =, interpreted as identity, with the in�nite family ofapproximate equalities \down to a �xed given depth" f=dgd2!, with dwritten in binary notation, and s =d t meaning that the ground terms sand t coincide if all their branches longer than d are cut o�.By using a re�nement of Ferrante-Racko�'s complexity-tailored Ehren-feucht-Fra��ss�e games, we demonstrate that the bounded theory of �nitetrees can be decided within linear double exponential space 22cn (n is thelength of input) for some constant c > 0.1 IntroductionTree-like structures are fundamental for almost all domains of Computer Sci-ence, and especially relevant to logic programming, symbolic computation, datatypes, constraint solving, automated theorem proving, data bases, knowledgerepresentation. Whenever the reasoning about a class of data structures is in-volved, it is interesting to know what is the inherent computational complexityof this reasoning. This may be crucial in practical implementations of theoremprovers, constraint solvers, systems of logic programming.The �rst-order theory of �nite trees, also known as the theory of term alge-bras, or Clark's equational theory, although decidable [9, 7, 8, 4], turns out tobe non-elementary in the sense of Kalmar [14]. Any nondeterministic decisionprocedure for the theory takes time exceeding in�nitely often any �xed tower ofexponents 22:::2n , where n is the length of input.In this paper we suggest a practical substitute for the theory of �nite trees,which we call the bounded theory of �nite trees. In this theory, instead of theunique usual equality =, one has an in�nite family of equalities f=dgd2!, withs =d t interpreted as true if and only if the trees s and t coincide to depth d,where d is written in � 2-ary. Thus instead of claiming for the complete equality,one has to specify explicitly which precision is needed in every comparison. Wedemonstrate that the bounded theory is decidable within elementary space 22cnfor some c > 0, and thus can be considered a useful practical alternative to theusual (unbounded) non-elementary recursive theory of �nite trees.



Finite trees is one of the basic domains in the Constraint Logic Programming[5]. One can hardly expect to use the full �rst-order theory of trees to expressconstraints, because of its non-elementary complexity. Allowing only existentialquanti�cation (as is usually done) seems to be a serious restriction of expres-siveness. In this respect the bounded theory of �nite trees, allowing for the full�rst-order quanti�cation and being elementary, may be considered useful.Venkataraman in [13] showed that the �rst-order theory of �nite trees withthe subtree predicate is undecidable. By using the machinery of this paper wecan show that the bounded theory of trees with the \to be a subtree at boundeddepth" predicate is decidable in elementary space and time.Outline. After briey surveying the standard theory of �nite trees we introducethe approximate tree equality and the bounded theory of trees in functional andrelational formalizations, and state our Main Theorem in the end of Section 3.In Section 4 we explain Ferrante-Racko�'s complexity-tailored re�nement of theEhrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e games and extend it for in�nite signatures. In Section 5 wesettle the upper complexity bounds for the bounded theory of trees.Preliminaries. We suppose familiarity with standard logical notation. By !we denote the set of natural numbers. A signature � is called functional i�it contains no predicate symbols. Const(�) and Fun(�) denote the subsets ofconstant and non-nullary function symbols of � respectively. T (�) denotes theset of all ground (variable-free) terms of signature�, usually called the Herbranduniversum over �; ar(f) is the arity of f 2 �.First-order formulas, free and bound occurrences, substitutions are de�nedas usual. A sentence or closed formula is a formula without free variables. Thequanti�er depth of a formula � is a maximal number of nested quanti�ers in �.First-order models and their carriers are denoted by A, B. The elementsof models are denoted by a, b, possibly with indices; ak, bk denote k-tuples ofelements a1 : : : ak, b1 : : : bk. For example, ak+1 = a1 : : : ak; ak+1 = ak; ak+1. Byxk we denote a k-tuple of distinct variables. By (A; ak) we denote a model Awith distinguished elements ak. The satisfaction relation j= is de�ned as usual.2 Theory of Finite TreesGlobal Proviso. Throughout the paper � denotes a �nite functional signaturecontaining at least one constant symbol. Hence T (�) 6= ;. utDe�nition 1 (Theory of Finite Trees). The theory of �nite trees is the full�rst-order theory Th(T (�)) of the Herbrand universum T (�) in the languageof the �rst-order predicate calculus of signature � with equality. utThe good well-known news is that the theory is decidable.Theorem2 (Mal'cev-Kunen-Maher-Hodges [9, 7, 8, 4]). Both for �niteand in�nite signatures the theory of �nite trees possesses complete axiomatiza-tions; therefore is decidable. ut



The quanti�er elimination procedures for the theory of �nite trees are de-scribed in [9, 7, 8, 4]. The bad news is that the decision problem for the theoryis computationally intractable.De�nition 3 (Iterated Exponentials). For m;n 2 ! let exp0(n) = n andexpm+1(n) = 2expm(n). De�ne exp1(n) as expn(0). A decision problem is el-ementary in the sense of Kalmar i� it can be decided within space (or time)bounded by a function expm(n) for some �xed m 2 !, where n is the length ofinput. Otherwise, a problem is called non-elementary. utIt turns out that the theory of �nite trees is non-elementary. This disprovesK. Kunen's claim [6] that the theory of �nite trees is PSPACE -complete:Theorem4 ([14]). The �rst-order theory of �nite trees is non-elementary if thesignature � (�nite or in�nite) contains non-unary function symbols. Moreover,any decision algorithm for the theory takes time exceeding in�nitely oftenexp1(bcnc) for some c > 0, where n is the length of input. 2The same applies to variations of the theory, like the theories of rational andfeature trees (for the de�nitions of these theories see, e.g., [8, 1, 10]).3 Approximate Equality and Bounded Theories of TreesAs a partial remedy to overcome the intractability of the theory of �nite trees,we introduce the approximate tree equality and the bounded theory of �nite trees.One of the reasons of the high complexity of the theory of �nite trees is asfollows: given two pointers to two random constant terms of signature �, there isno upper bound on the complexity of their comparison. The approximate equality=d de�ned below has such a bound (exponential in d).De�nition 5 (Approximate Equality). For d 2 ! de�ne the approximateequality relations =d on T (�)� T (�) inductively as follows:{ s =0 t i� s � f(s1; : : : ; sm), t � f(t1; : : : ; tm) for some f 2 �;{ s =d+1 t i� s � f(s1; : : : ; sm), t � f(t1; : : : ; tm), and sj =d tj (1 � j � m).De�nition 6 ((Functional) Bounded Theories of Finite Trees). Denoteby �= the signature � [ f=dgd2! without usual equality =. Let Ffbnd(�) be theset of all �rst-order formulas of signature �= without equality =. The functionalbounded theory of �nite trees Thfbnd(T (�)) is the set of all sentences of Ffbnd(�)true in the Herbrand universum T (�). utThe bounded theory is di�erent from the usual one: in the usual theory onehas 8x:(x = t(x)) for any term t(x) containing x properly. In the boundedtheory one may have :8x:(x =d t(x)), e.g., s1997(0) =1996 s2000(0). In thisrespect the bounded theory is closer to the theory of rational trees.By a simple reduction to the theory of �nite trees we get the following



Proposition7. For any �nite functional signature � the functional boundedtheory of trees Thfbnd(T (�)) is decidable. utThe reduction to the theory of �nite trees suggests only a very ine�ectiveway to decide Thfbnd(T (�)), because the target theory of �nite trees is of non-elementary complexity. In this paper we describe a much more e�cient procedureto decide the theory Thfbnd(T (�)), which runs in elementary space (hence time).Since playing Ehrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e-games is much easier without functionsymbols it is convenient to get rid of all constant and function symbols.De�nition 8 (Companion Relational Signature). For a signature �= =� [ f=dgd2!, where � is a �nite functional signature, let the companion re-lational signature b�= contain:1. a unary predicate symbol Isc for every constant symbol c 2 �;2. binary predicate symbols fdp for all d 2 !, f 2 �, and 1 � p � ar(f);3. binary predicate symbols =d for every d 2 !.The upper indices d in the predicate symbols fdp and =d are called ranks. utDe�nition 9 (Canonical Relational Model of Trees). For a �nite functio-nal signature � de�ne the canonical relational model of the bounded theory oftrees M � hT (�); b�=i with the Herbrand universum T (�) as a carrier, ofsignature b�=, the relational companion to �=, as follows:{ for d 2 ! the meaning of =d is given by De�nition 5;{ for s 2 T (�) one has M j= Isc(s) if and only if T (�) j= s =0 c;{ for s; t 2 T (�) and 1 � p � ar(f) one has M j= fdp (s; t) if and only ifT (�) j= 9x1 : : : xp�1xp+1 : : : xar(f)�s =d f(x1; : : : ; xp�1; t; xp+1; : : : ; xar(f))�.Hence, instead of y =d f(x1 : : : xk) we may write ^ki=1fd(y; xi).De�nition 10 ((Relational) Bounded Theory of Trees). Given a �nitefunctional signature � with constants, denote by Fpbnd(�) the set of all �rst-order formulas of the companion relational signature b�= without usual equality.The relational bounded theory of trees Thpbnd(T (�)) is the full �rst-order theoryof the canonical relational model M � hT (�); b�=i in the �rst-order languageof signature b�= without equality. utThere is no essential di�erence between functional and relational theories.Proposition11. The functional and the relational bounded theories of trees arede�nitionally equivalent, see [4]. utThe decision complexity of the bounded theory of trees is determined by thenumber of quanti�ers in the prenex form of a formula (see Section 5). It is thesame for both theories:Proposition12. An arbitrary formula of length n of Thfbnd(T (�)) can be trans-formed into an equivalent prenex formula of Thpbnd(T (�)) with O(n) quanti�ers.



Main Theorem. For any �nite functional signature �, the bounded theory of�nite trees over � (both functional or relational) can be decided within space22cn for some constant c > 0, where n is the length of input.If the signature contains function symbols of arity at most 1, then the boundedtheory of trees can be decided within space 2cn for some constant c > 0.If the signature has only constant symbols then the bounded theory of treescan be decided within polynomial space and is PSPACE-complete if � contains� 2 constants. ut4 Ferrante-Racko�'s Games for Complexity AnalysisIn the next section we prove our Main Theorem by applying Ferrante-Racko�'sgames described in Section 2 of [3]. We have to spend additional e�ort to makethese games applicable to in�nite signatures. This is necessary because com-panion relational signatures (De�nition 8) are always in�nite, whereas originalFerrante-Racko�'s games apply to �nite signatures only. We attain the neededgeneralization by relativizing Ferrante-Racko�'s boundedness conditions to �nitesubsignatures and by proving that the games carry over with this modi�cation.Ferrante-Racko�'s complexity-tailored games [3] re�ne Ehrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e-games [2, 4] by additional boundedness analysis in the back-and-forth conditions.Boundedness means that whenever a formula of the form 9x�(x) is true, onecan always �nd a small witness for �(x) from a �nite subset of a model. Con-trapositively, if there are no small witnesses for �(x), one may safely consider9x�(x) false. Thus, assuming boundedness, to decide 9x�(x), one just needs tocheck �nitely many small candidates for witnesses. This forms the basis of thedecision method. We carry over this machinery to the case of in�nite signatures.4.1 Modi�cation of Ferrante-Racko� Games for In�nite SignaturesAlthough the extension of Ferrante-Racko� games to in�nite signatures can bedone in full generality, for the lack of space we develop it here (Theorems 15 and17) only for the bounded theories of trees. We also have to omit proofs. All thisappears in the full paper [15].De�nition 13. For D 2 ! denote by b�D= the �nite subsignaturefIsc j Isc 2 b�=g [ f=d ; f di j =d ; f di 2 b�= and d � Dg � b�=:Obviously, if � is �nite, then for every D 2 ! the signature b�D= is �nite.Every formula of b�= is, of course, a formula of signature b�D= for some D 2 !.For the purposes of decidability and complexity analysis, we need to associatenorms to terms. A norm of a variable-free term is its height, de�ned as usual.For such a term a we write jaj � m or simply a � m to mean that the norm ofa does not exceed m. By writing ak � m we mean that for every term ai of thek-tuple ak one has ai � m.



De�nition 14 (Local Boundedness). LetM = hT (�); b�=i be the canonicalrelationalmodel of the bounded theory of trees (see De�nition 9) andH : !4 ! !be a function. We say that M is H-locally bounded i� for every n; k;m;D 2 !,every ak 2 T (�)k with ak � m, and every formula of quanti�er depth � n withk free variables of signature b�D= the following is true:M j= 9xk+1�(ak; xk+1) ) M j= �(ak; ak+1) for some ak+1 � H(n; k;m;D).Remark. Notice that the upper bound on the size of a witness ak+1 in the abovede�nition may depend on the maximal rank D of a predicate in a formula. Thisis not taken into account in the original Ferrante-Racko� games, which applyonly to �nite signatures; recall that b�= is always in�nite.Notation. For Q 2 f9;8g we writeM j= (Qxk+1 � H(n; k;m;D))�(ak; xk+1)to mean that M j= �(ak; ak+1) for some (resp. for all) ak+1 � H(n; k;m;D).Local boundedness yields decidability and provides means to settle uppercomplexity bounds, quite similar to Theorem 1 from [3] p. 30.Theorem15. Suppose thatM is H-locally bounded and Q1x1Q2x2 : : : Qkxk �(xk)is a sentence with Qi 2 f8; 9g and a quanti�er-free matrix �(xk) of signatureb�D= for some D 2 !. Suppose m0 � m1 � m2 � : : : � mk is a sequence ofnatural numbers such that H(k � i; i � 1;mi�1; D) � mi for 1 � i � k. ThenM j= Q1x1Q2x2 : : : Qkxk �(xk),M j= (Q1x1 � m1) : : : (Qkxk � mk)�(xk).Thus local boundedness reduces the validity of a quanti�ed formula to thevalidity of a boundedly quanti�ed formula. Since� is a �nite functional signature,the number of terms of bounded height is �nite. Therefore, the validity checkfor the last formula amounts to veri�cation of its matrix over �nite number oftuples of terms. Consequently, we have the following simple way to settle theupper complexity bound for the theory. Suppose, an arbitrary element xi � mican be written in space at most S(mi). Then to test the validity of the lastformula, it su�ces to generate all k-tuples of elements x1 � m1; : : : ; xk � mkand to check the validity of its quanti�er-free matrix �(xk) for each such k-tuple. The latter test does not usually use much additional space. Thus, thespace Pki=1 S(mi) to is su�cient to decide. We return to these calculations inSections 5.3{5.5.To prove local boundedness, necessary to apply Theorem 15, we need an aux-iliary notion of indistinguishability of tuples by formulas of bounded quanti�erdepth and bounded rank of predicate symbols.De�nition 16 ( �Dn;k Relations). For n; k;D 2 ! de�ne the binary relation�Dn;k on the set of k-tuples of constant terms of signature � as follows:ak �Dn;k bk i� (M; ak) and (M; bk) satisfy the same formulas ofsignature b�D= with k free variables of quanti�er depth at most n. (1)



The following theorem, extending Ferrante-Racko�'s Theorem 3 [3] pp. 34{35 for in�nite signatures, simpli�es the proof of local boundedness, by reducingit to the proof of two conditions (2) and (3), familiar as the back-and-forthconditions in Ehrenfeucht-Fra��ss�e games [2, 4], but with additional boundednessconstraints.Theorem17. Let M be the canonical relational model of the bounded theory oftrees. Suppose H : !4 ! ! is a function and there exist binary relations EDn;ksatisfying properties (2), (3) for all n; k;m;D 2 !, and ak; bk 2 T (�)k:{ ak ED0;k bk ) ak �D0;k bk. (2){ If ak EDn+1;k bk and bk � m, then for every ak+1 2 T (�) there existsbk+1 2 T (�) such that bk+1 � H(n; k;m;D) and ak+1 EDn;k+1 bk+1. (3)THEN: � ak EDn;k bk ) ak �Dn;k bk for all n; k;D 2 !. (4)� The model M is H-locally bounded. (5)5 Upper Bounds for the Bounded Theories of Trees5.1 ED
n,k RelationsNow we apply Theorem 17 to prove the local boundedness of the bounded theoryof �nite trees, and then use Theorem 15 to conclude its decidability and to settlethe upper complexity bounds. The crucial point in application of Theorem 17 isthe invention of appropriate re�nement relations EDn;k . We �rst need a simpleauxiliary de�nition.De�nition 18 (Truncation). Let t be a ground term of signature� and h 2 !.The h-truncation of t results from t by replacing all the subterms of t at depthh+1 with an arbitrary but �xed constant symbol from�. De�ne the h-truncationof a k-tuple of ground terms componentwise. utProposition 19. Let for some D 2 ! the D-truncations of ak and bk coincide(k 2 !). Then for any d 2 f0; : : : ; Dg and any i; j 2 f1; : : : ; kg one has:1) ai =d aj , bi =d bj ; 2) fdp (ai; aj) , fdp (bi; bj); 3) Isc(ai ) , Isc(bi ).The proof is immediate from de�nitions. Here comes the principalDe�nition 20 ( EDn;k Relations). For D;n; k 2 ! de�ne the binary relationEDn;k on the set of k-tuples of constant terms of signature � as follows:ak EDn;k bk if and only if the 2n +D-truncations of ak and bk coincide. (6)We now prove that EDn;k satisfy conditions (2), (3) of Theorem 17.



5.2 Basis: Condition (2) of Theorem 17We must prove ak ED0;k bk ) ak �D0;k bk. (7)By (6), ak ED0;k bk means that 1 +D-truncations of ak and bk coincide.By (1), ak �D0;k bk means that (M; ak) and (M; bk) satisfy the same atomicformulas of signature b�D= . Such an atomic formula is either x =d y or fdp (x; y),or Isc(x ) for some d � D, f 2 Fun(�), p 2 f1; : : : ; ar(f)g, and c 2 Const(�).Thus (7) is true by Proposition 19.5.3 Inductive Step: Condition (3) of Theorem 17Suppose ak EDn+1;k bk, bk � m, and ak+1 is an arbitrary ground term. Wemust prove that for an appropriate bounding function H one can always choosebk+1 � H(n; k;m;D) in such a way that ak+1 EDn;k+1 bk+1 is satis�ed. It su�cesto select bk+1 to be equal the 2n + D-truncation of ak+1. With this choice ofbk+1 we obviously have ak+1 EDn;k+1 bk+1, because (cf., De�nition 20):{ ak EDn+1;k bk implies ak EDn;k bk,{ the 2n +D-truncation of ak+1 and bk+1 coincide.It follows that the appropriate bounding function we need isH(n; k;m;D) = 2n +D, (8)because the 2n +D-truncation of ak+1 is of the norm 2n +D. Notice that thevalue of H does not depend neither on the number k of elements in a k-tuple,nor on their size m.Therefore, the canonical modelM of the bounded theory of trees isH-locallybounded for H de�ned by (8). This �nishes the proof of the Theorem 17. ut5.4 DecidabilityWe now apply Theorem 15 to derive decidability of the bounded theory of �nitetrees from the H-local boundedness of its canonical model. We have to �nd asequence of natural numbers m0 � m1 � m2 � : : : � mk such that H(k � i; i�1;mi�1) � mi for 1 � i � k, where H is the bounding function de�ned by (8).As our function does not depend on its third argument, we simply let m0 = 0,and mi = H(k � i; i� 1; �) = 2k�i +D for i 2 f1; : : : ; kg. Therefore, to decideQ1x1Q2x2 : : :Qkxk �(xk) or, equivalently, (Q1x1 � m1) : : : (Qkxk � mk)�(xk)(by Theorem 15), we never need to consider trees higher than 2k+D. Since for a�nite signature � the number of such trees is �nite (�niteness of the signature iscrucial here!), the bounded theory of �nite trees over �nite signature is decidable.5.5 ComplexityWe now turn to the upper complexity bound of the bounded theory of �nitetrees. It follows from Theorem 15 that the principal measure of complexity isthe number of quanti�ers in the prenex form of a formula. For an arbitraryformula � of length l of signature b�=:



{ the number of quanti�ers k in � is O(l), and{ the maximal rank D of a predicate symbol in � is 2O(l), i.e., is exponentialin its length; recall that we write the ranks of predicates =d, fdp in binary.Since the transformation of an arbitrary formula of the bounded theory oftrees in the functional signature to an equivalent formula of the companionrelational signature in prenex form results in a formula with O(l) quanti�ers(see Proposition 12) and of the same rank, to decide a formula of length l, wenever need to consider trees higher than 2O(l) (recall 2k +D).An arbitrary tree of height 2O(l) (we need to cycle through the k-tuples ofsuch trees) may have up to 22O(l) vertices and can be represented by an incidencematrix in space 22O(l) .Therefore, an arbitrary formula of length l in the bounded theory of trees canbe decided within space at most 22O(l) ; hence, within deterministic time 222O(l) .We thus established that the decision problem for the bounded theory of�nite trees in a �nite functional signature (or its relational companion) belongsto the complexity classes SPACE (22O(l) ) � DTIME (222O(l) ).This estimate is true in general, when a signature � contains function sym-bols of arbitrary arities. In the particular case, when � has no function symbolsof arity > 1, the above upper bound can be decreased. In fact, with monadicfunction symbols only, an arbitrary tree of height 2O(l) may have only up to2O(l) vertices and can be represented in space 2O(l). Thus the whole decisionprocedure runs within space 2O(l) in this case.Finally, consider a functional signature � containing � 2 constant symbolsonly. In this case the bounded theory of �nite trees is equivalent to the �rst-order theory of pure equality in a � 2-element structure, known to be PSPACE -complete [12, 11].6 Conclusion and Future ResearchWe introduced the bounded theory of �nite trees and proved that it can be de-cided within elementary space (hence time), as contrasted to the usual theory of�nite trees, which is of non-elementary decision complexity [14]. We thus demon-strated that the bounded theory of �nite trees with its approximate equality maybe used as a good practical substitute for the theory of �nite trees.In a subsequent publication we will demonstrate that the lower bound forthe bounded theory of trees is as follows. For some constant c > 0 the the-ory does not belong to the complexity class SPACE (2cn); consequently, requiresnondeterministic exponential time to decide.Venkataraman in [13] demonstrated that the �rst-order theory of �nite treeswith the subtree predicate is undecidable. By using the same machinery as weused in the paper it is possible to show that the bounded theory of trees withthe \to be a subtree at bounded depth" predicate is decidable within elementaryspace and time. We will do it elsewhere.
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